
Around Jethou Alternative Race Report 

Strong winds stopped the Guernsey Rowing Cub from holding the planned around Jethou race but an 

alternative course provided plenty of testing rowing conditions over a similar distance. 

Comprising of a two lap clockwise course of 11,500m from Havelet around Moulinet beacon , Anfré 

Beacon , Gabrielle turn buoy and all six visitor mooring buoys in Fermain Bay before returning back to 

a turn buoy at the west end of Havelet bay. The force 4 to 5 SSW wind gave the 22 crews plenty to 

battle against on the southerly legs of the course.  

The mens doubles was again the largest class with nine entries and provided the fastest boat of the 

day, TPA, in 55.22 followed by Electrix in 57.35. Mixed doubles- Margi Jorgensen and sub partner 

James Briggs, were the only entry in their class but their impressive time of 1.00.21 placed them ahead 

of the other seven male doubles. Briggs normally rows in the singles class and said that his partner 

had pushed him and made him work hard for his place in her boat.  

The ladies doubles class was won by the on form Siteweld Sirens in 1.10.26, with newcomers in this 

class, Williams and Berryman, showing promise in a time of 1.19.06. Elsewhere in the female classes 

quads crew, Geo-Force, claimed victory in 1.08.58 with the bright orange Blades delighted to place 

second. 

Mixed quads crew, Guernsey Gas, were second fastest crew on the water and first in their class in 

57.15 with other contenders Oar Force One and Ravenscroft coming in some seven minutes later but 

only separated by 30 seconds, so spectators may be in for some exciting tussles between these two 

crews in coming races. The mens quads saw a win for the Siteweld Buoys in 57.23, with the more 

mature Siteweld crew, the Slumdogs, in second place in 1.02.55.  Experienced coxswain, Nicky Wills 

said, “there were certainly some tough sections out there today and the boys had to work hard into 

that wind.” 

The next race will be the Havelet Buoyed, on Friday 26th May at 6.30 pm. Spectators on Havelet wall 

will be treated to some exciting action as crews race to the finish line just in front of Castle Cornet. 

 


